
K-meral
DAN pendant lamp with TIWI
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Technical details

Pays de fabrication

Image not found or type unknown

fabricant K-meral

protection IP20

Contenu de la livraison Ampoule

Diamètre en cm 7

matériel aluminium, porcelaine

longueur de câble 135 cm

réglage de la hauteur réglable en hauteur

atténuation dimmerable sur place

base/version GY6.35

Dimensions H 18,5 cm | Ø 7 cm

Description

The K-meral DAN pendant light is available in one-to-four-light - here with the
design element "TIWI" as decor above the lampshade. The individual
lampshades made of bisquit porcelain are elongated and nevertheless
bulging. They are fluent in shape and the light, whose light cone is smaller and
more punctual than CECIL, is also fluent. The circular canopy of the single-
lamp light and the elongated ceiling housings of the multi-flames lamps are
made of ground aluminum and have integrated transformers. This means that
all DAN pendant lights can be dimmed on site.

By simply pushing the coaxial cable into the ceiling housing, the lamps can be
individually adjusted in height. Supplied with 35 watt lamps. DAN is supposed
to remind of a dewdrop, which has just sprung from the summer nightmare.
Here these lamps are offered with "TIWI", a beautiful accessory above the
lamp shade, which gives the light a very special touch. "TIWI" is made of
aluminum and is cast in one piece in one elaborate process, then ground by
hand and at last worked for days in a drum to obtain the perfect abrasion.
TIWI is a loving detail that emphasizes the uniqueness of the series of lights
thanks to its flame shape.
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